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INTRODUCTION

2018 was a year that saw campaigns to decrease online pornographic content and 
traffic� For example, one of the most adult-content friendly platforms – Tumblr – 
announced it was banning erotic content (even though almost a quarter of its 
users consume adult content)� In addition, the UK received the title of ‘The Second 
Most Porn-Hungry Country in the World’ and is now implementing a law on 
age-verification for pornography lovers that will prohibit anyone below the age 
of 18 to watch this sort of content� This is potentially opening a world of new 
tricks for scammers and threat actors to take advantage of users� In addition, even 
commercial giant Starbucks declared a ‘holy war’ on porn as it was revealed that 
many visitors prefer to have their coffee while consuming adult content, rather 
than listening to music or reading the latest headlines on news websites�
Such measures might well be valid, at least from a cybersecurity perspective, 
as the following example suggests� According to news reports last year, an 
extremely active adult website user, who turned out to be a government employee, 
dramatically failed to keep his hobby outside of the workplace� By accessing 
more than 9,000 web pages with adult content, he compromised his device and 
subsequently infected the entire network with malware, leaving it vulnerable to 
spyware attacks� This, and other examples confirm that adult content remains 
a controversial topic from both a social and cybersecurity standpoint�
It is no secret that digital pornography has long been associated with malware 
and cyberthreats� While some of these stories are now shown to be myths, others 
are very legitimate� A year ago, we conducted research on the malware hidden 
in pornography and found out that such threats are both real and effective� One 
of the key takeaways of last year’s report was the fact that cybercriminals not 
only use adult content in multiple ways – from lucrative decoys to make victims 
install malicious applications on their devices, to topical fraud schemes used 
to steal victims’ banking credentials and other personal information – but they 
also make money by stealing access to pornographic websites and reselling it 
at a cheaper price than the cost of a direct subscription�
Last year, we discovered a number of malicious samples that were specifically 
hunting for credentials to access some of the most popular pornographic websites� 
When we considered why someone would hunt for credentials to pornographic 
websites, we checked the underground markets (both on the dark web and on 
open parts of the internet) and found that credentials to pornography website 
accounts are themselves quite a valuable commodity to be sold online� They are 
for sale in their thousands�
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It would be going too far to say that the findings from our previous exploration 
of the relationships between cyberthreats and adult content were unexpected� 
At the end of the day, pornography has always been, and remains one of the 
most sought after types of online content� At the same time, cybercriminals have 
always looked to increase their profits with the most efficient and cheapest way 
of delivering malicious payloads to victims� It was almost inevitable that adult 
content would become an important tool for them�
That said, our monitoring of the wider cyberthreat landscape shows that threat 
actors tend to change their habits, tactics and techniques over time� This means 
that even in a niche area, such as pornographic content and websites, changes are 
possible� That is why this year we decided to repeat our exercise and investigate 
the topic once again� As it turned out, some things have indeed changed�
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METHODOLOGY AND KEY FINDINGS

To measure the level of risk that may be associated with adult content online, 
we investigated several different indicators� We examined malware disguised 
as pornographic content, and malware that hunts for credentials to access 
pornography websites� We looked at the threats that are attacking users across 
the internet in order to find out which popular websites might be dangerous to 
visit� Additionally, we checked our phishing and spam database to see if there 
is a lot of pornographic content on file and how is it used in the wild� Using 
aggregated threat-statistics obtained from the Kaspersky Security Network – the 
infrastructure dedicated to processing cybersecurity-related data streams from 
millions of voluntary participants around the world – we measured how often 
and how many users of our products have encountered adult-content themed 
threats�
Additionally, we checked around twenty underground online markets and counted 
how many accounts are up for sale, which are the most popular, and the price 
they are sold for�
As a result, we discovered the following:
• Searching for pornography online has become safer: in 2018, 650,000 users 

faced attacks launched from online resources� That is 36% less than in 2017 
when more than a million of these attacks were detected�

• Cybercriminals are actively using popular porn-tags to promote malware 
in search results� The 20 most popular make up 80% of all malware disguised 
as porn� Overall, 87,227 unique users downloaded porn-disguised malware 
in 2018, with 8% of them using a corporate rather than personal network to do this�

• In 2018, the number of attacks using malware to hunt for credentials that 
grant access to pornography websites grew almost three-fold compared 
to 2017, with more than 850,000 attempts to install such malware� The number 
of users attacked doubled, with 110,000 attacked PCs across the world�

• The number of unique sales offers of credentials for premium accounts 
to adult content websites almost doubled to more than 10,000�

• Porn-themed threats increased in terms of the number of samples, but 
declined in terms of variety: In 2018, Kaspersky Lab identified at least 
642 families of PC threats disguised under one common pornography tag� 
In terms of their malicious function, these families were distributed between 
57  types (76 last year)� In most cases they are are Trojan-Downloaders, 
Trojans and AdWare�

• 89% of infected files disguised as pornography on Android devices turned 
out to be AdWare�
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• In Q4 2018, there were 10 times as many attacks coming from phishing 
websites pretending to be popular adult content resources, compared to 
Q4 2017 when the overall figure reached 21,902 attacks�
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PART 1 – MALWARE 

As mentioned above, cybercriminals put a lot of effort into delivering malware to 
user devices, and pornography serves as a great vehicle for this� Most malware that 
reaches users’ computers from malicious websites is usually disguised as videos� 
Users who do not check the file extension and go on to download and open it, 
are sent to a webpage that extorts money� This is achieved by playing the video 
online or for free only after the user agrees to install a malicious file disguised as 
a software update or something similar� However, in order to download anything 
from this kind of website, the user first has to find the website� That is why the 
most common first-stage infection scenarios for both PC and mobile porn-
disguised malware involve the manipulation of search query results�
To do this, cybercriminals first identify which search requests are the most popular 
among users looking for pornography� They then implement so-called ‘black SEO’ 
techniques� This involves changing the malicious website content and description 
so it appears higher up on the search results pages� Such websites can be found 
in third or fourth place in the list of search results�
According to our findings, this method is still actively used but its efficiency is 
falling� To check this, we took 100 of the top listed pornographic websites (as 
suggested by search engines after entering a query for the word ‘porn’), plus those 
that have the word ‘porn’ in the title� We checked if any of them pose any threat 
to users� It turned out that in 2017 our products stopped more than a million users 
from attempting to install malware from websites on the list� However, in 2018, 
the number of users affected decreased to 658,930� This could be the result of 
search engines putting processes in place to fight against ‘black SEO’ activities 
and protecting users from malicious content�

Porn tags = Malware tags

Optimizing malicious websites so as to ensure that those wanting to view adult 
content will find them is not the only tool criminals explore in order to find the 
best ways of delivering infected files to victims’ devices� It turned out during our 
research that cybercriminals are disguising malware or not-a-virus files as video 
files and naming them using popular porn tags� A ‘porn tag’ is a special term 
that is used to easily identify content from a specific pornographic video genre� 
Tags are used by pornography websites to organize their video libraries and 
help users to quickly and conveniently find the video they are interested in� The 
not-a-virus type of threats is represented here by RiskTools, Downloaders and 
AdWare� Each  type is not typically classified as malware, yet such applications 
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may do something unwanted to users� AdWare, for instance, can show users 
unsolicited advertising, alter search results and collect user data to show targeted, 
contextual advertising�
To check how widespread this trend is, we took the most popular classifications 
and tags of adult videos from three major legal websites distributing adult content� 
The groupings were chosen by the overall number of videos uploaded in each 
category on the websites� As a result, we came up with a list of around 100 tags, 
which between them may well cover every possible type of pornography in 
existence� Subsequently, we ran those tags against our database of threats and 
through the Kaspersky Security Network databases and figured out which of 
them were used in malicious attacks and how often�
The overall number of users attacked with malware and not-a-virus threats 
disguised as porn-themed files dropped by about half compared to 2017� While 
back then their total number was 168,702, the situation in 2018 was a little 
more positive: down to 87,227, with 8% of them downloading porn-disguised 
malware from corporate networks� In this sense, scammers are merely following 
the overall trend: according to Pornhub’s statistics, the share of pornography 
viewed on desktops has dropped by 18%� However, we were not able to get 
full confirmation that the 2018 decrease in the number of users attacked with 
malicious pornography relates to changes in consumer habits�
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Fig.1: Top-20 porn-related categories that were used as a disguise for porn-related files 

by the number of attacked users in 2017 and 2018 on a pie-chart.  

Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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Perhaps one of the most interesting takeaways we got from the analysis of how 
malware and not-a-virus are distributed among porn tags, is that although we 
were able to identify as many as 100 of them, most of the attacked users (around 
80%, both in 2017 and 2018) encountered threats that mention only 20 of them� 
The tags used most often match the most popular tags on legitimate websites� 
Although we couldn’t find perfect correlations between the top watched types of 
adult video on legitimate websites and the most often encountered porn-themed 
threats, the match between malicious pornography and safe pornography means 
that malware and not-a-virus authors follow trends set by the pornography-
viewing community�
Moving forward, the overall picture surrounding porn-disguised threat types 
showed more changes in 2018 when compared to 2017� In 2018, we saw 
57 variations of threats disguised as famous porn tags, from 642 families� 
For comparison, the figures in 2017 were 76 and 581 respectively� That means 
that while the number of samples of porn-malware is growing, the number of 
types of malware and not-a-virus that are being distributed through pornography 
is decreasing�
The top three most popular classes of threats turned out to be Trojan-Downloader, 
with 45% of files, Trojan with 20% and AdWare, which is not a virus, with 9%, while 
in 2017 the top three were different: Trojan-Downloader was still there with 29%, 
exploits took the second place with 23% and Trojans accounted for around 19%�

Distribution of porn-themed 
threat types in 2017

Distribution of porn-themed 
threat types in 2018
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Trojan-Downloader 29% Trojan-Downloader 45%

Exploit 23% Trojan 20%

Trojan 19% AdWare (not a virus) 9%

AdWare (not a virus) 11% Worm 8%

Worm 6% Virus 2%

Virus 2% Downloader (not a virus) 2%

RiskTool (not a virus) 2% Exploit 2%

Downloader (not a virus) 2% Trojan-Dropper 2%

Trojan-Dropper 1% UDS: DangerousObject 2%

Other 5% Other 8%

Fig.2: Top-10 types of threat that went under the disguise of porn-related categories, 

by the number of attacked users in 2017 and 2018. Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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Fig.3: Top-10 verdicts which went under the disguise of porn-related categories, 

by the number of attacked users in 2017 and 2018. Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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The most noticeable change in the overall picture is the large number of exploits 
in 2017: back then they accounted for almost a quarter of all infected files, while 
in 2018 they were not represented in the top 10� There is an explanation for the 
popularity of such threats� In 2017, exploits were represented by massive detections 
of Exploit�Win32�CVE-2010-2568�gen, a generic detection (the detection that 
describes multiple similar malware pieces) for files that exploited the vulnerability 
in the Windows Shell named CVE-2010-2568� However, the same detection 
name applies for another vulnerability in LNK – CVE-2017-8464� This vulnerability, 
and the publicly available exploit for it, became public in 2017 and immediately 
raised a lot of interest amongst threat actors – thereby raising the bar in exploit 
detections� Within a year, the attacks on CVE-2017-8464 reduced significantly 
as most users patched their computers and malware writers went back to using 
classical malware aimed at more common file formats (such as JS, VBS, PE)�
The rise in popularity of Trojan-Downloaders can be explained by the fact that 
such malicious programs are multipurpose: once installed on a victim’s device, 
the threat actor could additionally download virtually any payload they want: from 
DDoS-bots and malicious ads clickers to password stealers or banking Trojans� 
As a result, a criminal would need to infect the victim’s device only once and 
would then be able to use it in multiple malicious ways�
2018 has also seen some changes in the share of software that is not-a-virus� 
All in all, such programs accounted for 15% of all threats in 2017� In 2018, however, 
they were on the decline and now account for 11%, with downloaders losing 
their place in the top-10 most prolific threats� So, while the attackers are using 
porn less as a decoy, they have yet to inject the malicious files with more harmful 
threats, such as Trojans and worms�

Mobile malware 

Following technical changes in how we detect and analyze mobile malware, 
we amended our methodology for this report� Instead of trying to identify the 
share of porn-themed content in the overall volume of malicious applications 
that our users encountered, we selected 100,000 random malicious installation 
packages disguised as porn videos for Android, in 2017 and 2018, and checked 
them against the database of popular porn tags�
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Fig.4: Top-10 porn-related categories that were used as a disguise for porn-related files by 

the number of attacked mobile users in 2017. Source: Kaspersky Security Network

The landscape for types and families of mobile threats is also different than for PC� 
In both 2017 and 2018, the most common type of threat was AdWare: 70% in 
2017 and 89% in 2018�
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Malware name % Malware name %

not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Agent.n

59�61%
not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Agent.f

62�88%

not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Ewind.h

11�02%
not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Agent.n

17�09%

HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Zebt.a

5�33%
not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Ewind.h

9�62%

HEUR:Trojan.AndroidOS.
Loapi.b

3�76%
HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Zebt.a

3�27%

HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.snt

2�22%
HEUR:Trojan.AndroidOS.
Boogr.gsh

0�74%

HEUR:Trojan-Dropper.
AndroidOS.Agent.hb

1�93%
HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.snt

0�74%

not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Agent.f

1�90%
UDS:DangerousObject.Multi.
Generic

0�52%

HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.as

1�54%
HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.as

0�41%

HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.cj

1�29%
not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Ewind.cx

0�36%

not-a-virus:HEUR:AdWare.
AndroidOS.Ewind.cx

1�07%
HEUR:Trojan-Ransom.
AndroidOS.Small.cj

0�36%

Fig.5: Top-10 verdicts that represent porn-related categories, by the number of attacked 

mobile users, in 2017 and 2018. Source: Kaspersky Security Network

These threats are typically distributed through affiliate programs focused on earning 
money as a result of users installing applications and clicking on an advertisement� 
As well as AdWare, pornography is also used to distribute ransomware (4% in 
2018) but on a much smaller scale compared to 2017, when more than 10% of 
users faced such malicious programs� This decline is most likely a reflection of 
the overall downward trend for ransomware seen in the malware landscape�
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Credential hunters

A specific type of malware related to pornography, which we have been tracking 
throughout the year, is implemented by so-called credential hunters� We track 
them with the help of our botnet-tracking technology, which monitors active 
botnets and receives intelligence on what kind of activities are they perform, to 
prevent emerging threats�
We particularly track botnets that are made of malware�Upon installation on 
a PC, this malware can monitor which web pages are opened, or create a fake 
one where the user enters their login and password credentials� Usually such 
programs are made for stealing money from online banking accounts, but last 
year we were surprized to discover that there are bots in these botnets that hunt 
for credentials to pornography websites�
Based on the data we were able to collect, in 2017 there were 27 variations of 
bots, belonging to three families of banking Trojans, attempting to steal credentials 
(Betabot, Neverquest and Panda)� These Trojans were after credentials to accounts 
for 10 famous adult content websites (Brazzers, Chaturbate, Pornhub, Myfreecams, 
Youporn, Wilshing, Motherless, XNXX, X-videos)� During 2017, these bots attempted 
to infect more than 50,000 users over 307,000 times�
In 2018, the number of attacked users doubled, reaching more than 110,000 PCs 
across the world� The number of attacks almost tripled, to 850,000 infection 
attempts� At the same time, the number of variations of malware we were able 
to spot fell from 27 to 22, but the number of families increased from three to 
five, meaning that pornography credentials are considered valuable to ever more 
cybercriminals�
Another important shift that happened in 2018, was that malware families do not 
hunt for credentials to multiple websites� Instead, they focus on just two: mostly 
Pornhub and XNXX, whose users were targeted by bots belonging to the Jimmy 
malware family�
Apparently Pornhub remains popular, not only to regular users of the web, but 
also to cybercriminals looking for another way of gaining illegal profits by selling 
user credentials�
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PART 2 – PHISHING AND SPAM

Our previous research suggested that it is relatively rare to see pornography as 
a topic of interest in phishing scams� Instead, criminals prefer to exploit popular 
sites dedicated to finding sex partners� But in 2018, our anti-phishing technologies 
started blocking phishing pages that resemble popular pornography websites�
These are generally pages disguised as pornhub�com, youporn�com, xhamster�
com, and xvideos�com� In Q4, 2017, the overall number of attempts to access 
phishing pages pretending to be one of the listed websites was 1,608� Within 
a year, in Q4 2018, the number of such attempts (21,902) was more than ten 
times higher�
The overall number of attempts to visit phishing webpages pretending to be one 
of the popular adult-content resources was 38,305� Leading the list of accessed 
phishing pages were those that were disguised as a Pornhub page� There were 
37,144 attempts to visit the phishing version of the website, while there were 
only 1,161 attempts to visit youporn�com, xhamster�com, and xvideos�com in 

total� These figures are still relatively low, other 
phishing categories may see detection results 
of millions of attempts per year� However, 
the fact that the number of detections on 
pornography pages is growing may mean that 
criminals are only just beginning to explore 
the topic�
It is worth mentioning that phishing pages 
cannot influence the original page in any way; 
they merely copy it� The authentic Pornhub 
page is not connected to the phishing� 
Moreover, most search engines usually 
successfully block such phishing pages, so 
the most likely way to access them is through 
phishing or spam e-mails, or by being 
redirected there by malware or a malicious 
frame on another website�
Fake versions of popular pornography websites 
target users’ credentials and contact details, 
which can later be either sold or used in other 
fraud schemes or cyberattacks� In general, 
credentials capture is one of the most popular 
ways to target users, using pornography to 

      Although the number of phishing may seem 
high, it’s important to note that in relation to 
the amount of site visits (33�5 billion visits in 
2018), the percentage of phishing attempts 
is very small (less than �0001%)� This low 
percentage rate can be attributed to the fact 
that Pornhub actively monitors and removes 
phishing websites and offers two-factor 
authentication when logging into PornHub 
accounts�
To protect yourself from a phishing attack:
•  Do not click on malicious phishing links 

in your e-mails: we never send unsolicited 
emails or text messages asking for confidential 
information, such as a password; 

•  When in doubt, go to Pornhub�com instead 
of clicking a link, such as in an email;

•  Always check that the domain name is 
Pornhub�com; 

•  Always check that your connection is using 
HTTPS and that the certificate is valid

•  Report any suspicious activity to 
security@pornhub�com�
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implement phising fraud schemes� In such schemes, the victim is often lured 
to a phishing website disguised as a social network, where they are asked to 
authenticate their identity in order to watch an adult video which can only be 
accessed if the user confirms they are over 18-years-old�

 Fig.6: Screenshot of a porn-related phishing website (edited due to sensitive content). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

As the victim enters their password, the threat actor captures the credentials to 
the user’s social network account�
Pornographic content phishing can also be used to install malicious software� 
For  example, to access an alleged adult video, the phishing page requires the 
user to download and update a video player�
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 Fig.7: Screenshot of a porn-related phishing website (edited due to sensitive content). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

Needless to say, instead of downloading a video player, the user downloads 
malware�
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 Fig.8: Screenshot of a porn-related phishing website (edited due to sensitive content). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

Sometimes phishing fraudsters target e-wallet credentials with the help of 
pornographic content� The victim is lured to the pornographic website to watch 
a video broadcast� In order to view the content, the user is asked to enter their 
payment credentials�

 Fig.9: Screenshot of a porn-related phishing website (edited due to sensitive content). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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Spam-scam

We have rarely seen pornographic content used in any special or specific way 
when it comes to spam� Apart from the mass distribution of ‘standard’ advertising 
offering adult content on legitimate and illegal websites, this type of threat 
hasn’t been spotted using pornography in a creative way� However, there is one 
exception� Beginning in 2017, an infamous sextortion scam started to happen� 
Users started to receive messages containing an extortion letter with a demand 
to transfer bitcoins to fraudsters�

 Fig.10: Screenshot of a porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

The scammers claimed to have personal messages and recordings of the victim 
watching porn� The letters even claimed that the threat actor could combine the 
video that the supposed victim was watching with what was recorded through 
their webcam� This extortion is based purely on making threats�

 Fig.11: Screenshot of a porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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2018, however, saw an increase in the volume of such e-mails� Moreover, they 
became more sophisticated and were not only threatening the user, but also 
‘proving’ the legitimacy of the scammers claims by providing the user with actual 
information about them�

 Fig.12: Screenshot of a porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

In most cases, it was either a password, or a phone number, or a combination 
of both with an e-mail address� Since people tend to use the same passwords 
for different websites, the victim was often likely to believe that paired passwords 
and e-mail addresses found by the criminal on the dark web were authentic, 
even if they were not actually correct for the adult-content account in question�

 Fig.13: Screenshot of a porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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Furthermore, these e-mails have been sent out in more languages than previously 
found�

 Fig.14: Screenshot of the porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network
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 Fig.15: Screenshot of a porn-related scam e-mail (content edited for security purposes). 

Source: Kaspersky Security Network

In reality, these mailings were based purely on the assumption that the target of 
such e-mails would hand over their credentials and that these would become 
profitable� The number of such scams grew in 2018�
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PART 3 – DARKNET INSIGHTS

One of the burning topics of the adult-content industry is the controversy 
surrounding paid subscriptions to access websites� It is often the case that users 
can register for pornography accounts through a ‘premium’ subscription model 
(that includes no advertisements and unlimited access to the adult website 
content)� Otherwise, the website they want to access does not allow them to 
watch any free content at all unless they pay� At most, the user may see video 
previews for free but still be expected to make a payment to watch the full video� 
The opinions around such practice vary� Some people claim that money paid 
for porn “directly fuels the industry that supports the abuse, exploitation, and 
trafficking around the world”� Others argue that pornography is like most other 
commodities and people are willing to exchange money for it just as they would 
other kinds of entertainment, such as tv-series or music� Some though prefer 
to highlight examples of when adult content can result in people being denied 
their human rights�
Whether it is worth it or not, some users agree that the price of premium 
accounts to popular pornography websites is rather high� For example, monthly 
memberships can vary from $20 to $30, and annual unlimited access costs might 
scale from $120 to $150� This is where cybercriminals enter the fray�
The research on porn-related cyberthreats we did previously proved that there 
is a very well developed supply and demand chain for stolen credentials on the 
dark web� We conducted research on this issue again in 2018, analyzing 20 of 
the top-rated Tor marketplaces listed on DeepDotWeb – an open Tor site that 
contains a dynamic ranking of dark markets evaluated by Tor administrators based 
on customers’ feedback� All of them contained one to more than 3,000 offers for 
credentials to adult content websites� In total, 29 websites displayed more than 
15,000 offers to buy one or more accounts to pornography websites (with  of 
course, no legal guarantees of delivering on their promise)�
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 Fig.16: Example of an offer of stolen credentials on one of the Darknet’s markets.  

Source: Kaspersky Lab
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 Fig.17: Examples of offers of stolen credentials on one of the Darknet’s markets.  

Source: Kaspersky Lab

The results of the research conducted in the last year showed that four of the 
researched markets that offered the widest range of stolen credentials provided 
users with more than 5,239 unique offers� The figure for 2018 showed that their 
number doubled, accounting for more than 10,000 offers on sale�
The quantity of accounts available ranged from 1 to 30, with a few exceptions 
mostly from poorly rated sellers� However, the majority of offers promised to 
deliver credentials to only one account� Regardless of the type of account, the 
prices vary from $3 to $9 per offer, very rarely exceeding $10 – the same as 
back in 2017, with the vast majority of prices being limited to $6-$7 or the equal 
amount in bitcoins, which is 20 times cheaper than the most modest annual 
memberships� Getting access to an account illegally for a lower cost than a legal 
subscription is not the only appeal of buying such credentials on the dark web� 
There is the added appeal of anonymity, hiding behind other people’s credentials 
while watching pornography�
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CONCLUSIONS AND ADVICE

Overall, the amount of downloadable malware disguised as pornography detected 
on users’ devices significantly decreased in 2018 in comparison with record 
activity in 2017� While at first glance this looks like good news, a worrying trend 
has appeared� The number of users being attacked with malware that hunts for 
their pornographic content credentials is on the rise and this means premium 
subscriptions are now a valuable asset for cybercriminals� There is also the fact 
that many modern pornography websites include social functionality, allowing 
people to share their own private content in different ways through the website� 
Some people make it freely available for all, some decide to limit who can see 
it� There has also been a significant rise in the number of cases where people 
suffer from sextortion� In other words, the sphere of adult-content may contain 
cybersecurity challenges other than the ‘classic’ infected pornography websites 
and video files armed with malware� These challenges should be addressed 
properly�
Another cybersecurity risk that adult content brings, which may be less obvious, is 
the misuse of corporate resources� As mentioned at the beginning of this report, 
the unsafe consumption of pornography from the workplace may result in the 
corporate network being hit by a massive infection� While most malicious attacks 
using pornography are aimed at consumers not corporations, the fact that most 
consumers have job to go to every day, brings a certain risk to IT administrators 
responsible for securing corporate networks�
In order to consume and produce adult content safely, Kaspersky Lab advises 
the following:
For consumers:
• Before clicking any link, check the link address shown, even in the search results 

of trusted search engines� If the address was received in an e-mail, check if it 
is the same as the actual hyperlink�

• Do not click on questionable websites when they are offered in search results 
and do not install anything that comes from them�

• If you wish to buy a paid subscription to an adult content website – purchase 
it only on the official website� Double check the URL of the website and make 
sure it is authentic�

• Check any email attachments with a security solution before opening them – 
especially from dark web entities (even if they are expected to come from an 
anonymous source)�

• Patch the software on your PC as soon as security updates for the latest bugs 
are available�
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• Do not download pirated software and other illegal content� Even if you were 
redirected to the webpage from a legitimate website�

• Use a reliable security solution with behavior-based anti-phishing technologies – 
such as Kaspersky Total Security, to detect and block spam and phishing attacks�

• Use a robust security solution to protect you from malicious software and its 
actions – such as the Kaspersky Internet Security for Android�

 
For businesses:
• Educate employees in basic security hygiene, and explain the policies on 

accessing web sites potentially containing illegal or restricted content, as well 
as not opening emails or clicking on links from unknown sources�

• Businesses can also block access to web sites that contravene corporate policy, 
such as porn sites, by using a dedicated endpoint solution such as Kaspersky 
Endpoint Security for Business� In addition to anti-spam and anti-phishing, it 
must include application and web controls, and web threat protection that 
can detect and block access to malicious or phishing web addresses�


